
Kitchen Display System

for online and onsite ordering



The main 
function of KDS 

is to process 
information 

about the orders

Kitchen Display System improves the work in the kitchen

and makes communication between the chef and the

waiters easier. Orders placed at the restaurant, POS,

kiosk, online or Mobile App, are displayed in a timely

fashion on the appropriate monitors. When the meal is

ready, the chief can easily notify the Staff and Customer

that the dish is waiting for pick up. Now, it can be

collected by the Customer, delivered to the seat or

restaurant table.



BENEFITS

EASIER COMMUNICATION 
BETWEEN STAFF AND CHEFS 

IMPROVED WORK 
IN THE KITCHEN

LESS MISTAKES 
IN ORDERS

SHORTER 
WAITING TIME 

SAVINGS ON 
EMPLOYEES COSTS



FEATURES: All the order details and additional requests are shown on the monitor. Chef has also easy 
access to item recipes even with pictures. 

Full order view 

Status display
Your customers will know exactly when their order is in preparation and when it’s ready to
be picked up.

Colors are a powerful and efficient communication tool. With their help, eg. the delays will 
be visible immediately.

Order color change after defined time

Preparation stations
If the dish requires several stations where it will be prepared, our KDS will organize the 

workflow. 



Showing ordered items summary
All items from individual orders are summed up and displayed in the KDS as a list.

„Fast Track” priority
“Remake” items will be sent to KDS, marked as Fast Track and appear on the top of the list. 

Different operation modes

Dine-In View 
This mode shows seats at each screen marked as served or waiting for the order. Staff can see 
what was ordered, seats with sold tickets and no orders by taping the selected seat

Performance measurement & improvement

FEATURES:

Configuration method will be related to the particular area workflow. KDS works also 
independently or together with order printers.

KDS measures order preparation time so it can be easily compared and analyzed using relevant 
reports. 



KDS works 
in 6 modes

Kitchen

Dine-In 

Concessions

Expo Pick-up

Order Number

Forecast 6

1

2

3

4

5



Displays all current orders. They can be distinguished by colors depending on the 

defined elapsed time.

Details provided on the order:

• Time since the order was displayed

• Waiter name

• Order number

• Dish

• Ordered item list and quantity

• Item or order related notes

• Relevant info if the item has other preparation station

Kitchen

Dine-In 

Concessions

Expo Pick-up

Order Number

Forecast 6

1

2

3

4

5
Recipe and expected dish view in Kitchen and Expo Pick-up Mode



Customer ordered a burger that is prepared on a few different stations? No 

worries. Kitchen KDS can work in two separate modes:

Main Station 

• Graphical info  ➜ when the item was sent to the prep station

• Graphical info  ✔ when prep station prepared the item

Kitchen

Dine-In 

Concessions

Expo Pick-up

Order Number

Forecast 6
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5 Prep Station

Will show items related only to a particular preparation station



The view allows seeing the screen with its occupancy, the number of orders in 

progress and ready to be delivered to the seat. You can also switch between selecting

the screen number. 

Kitchen

Dine-In 

Concessions

Expo Pick-up

Order Number

Forecast 6

1

2

3

4
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32 Did not order

32 Waiting for 
order

32 Served

Seat sold. F&B 

not ordered

F&B ordered 

F&B prepared, 

ready to pick up

All necessary information about the order will 

appear once the corresponding seat number will be 

tapped.



The display of Concessions orders with relevant colors. Tap on the order will change its 

status and color. 

Kitchen

Dine-In 

Concessions

Expo Pick-up

Order Number

Forecast 6

1

2

3

4

5

• Grey – new order

• Orange – in progress

• Green – ready to pick-up

Multiple screen chain for busy areas! 



It’s your waiter’s screen. Once the order is bumped on the Kitchen KDS it will show 

here automatically so he knows what to pick up and where to deliver. 
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Dine-In 
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Expo Pick-up
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This monitor is used mainly as a pick up info for customers.



The display of the number of admits per screen/weekday at a particular hour. Very

useful when planning employee roster.

Admits per Screen per day

Kitchen

Dine-In 

Concessions

Expo Pick-up

Order Number
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Admits per Weekdays



Customer
places an
order at
the Kiosk 
or POS

Staff
sees new order on the 
Concessions KDS

Customer
receives the bill and sees his
number on the Order Number
KDS under "in progress„ 
section

Staff
prepares food and tap it on the 
Concessions KDS when it is ready

Customer
sees on the screen that the order status 
has changed and it is ready for pick up

Staff
along with pick up, bumps 
the completed order and it
disappears from both 
monitors

1STE
P

2STE
P

3STE
P

4STE
P

5STE
P

Scenario no. 1 - buying Concessions onsite (at Kiosk or POS)
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31



Customer
places an order via 
www or Mobile App

Staff
sees new order on the 
Concessions KDS

Customer
notifies about 
the presence*

Staff
prepares a food and marks it on 
the Concessions KDS when it's
ready

Customer
sees on the screen that the order status 
has changed and it is ready to pick up

Staff
along with pick up, marks 
the order as completed and 
the number disappears 
from the monitors

1STE
P

2STE
P

3STE
P

4STE
P

5STE
P

Scenario no. 2 - Buying Concessions online (via www or Mobile App) 

Customer
sees his number on the 
Order Number KDS under
"in progress„ section

*Presence notification can be done in 5 ways
Other notification ways are possible
read more



P R E S E N C E  

N O T I F I C A T I O N S

While making F&B online order, the customer can decide when 
it should be ready. If the items have the time of preparation 
defined, the order will appear accordingly on relevant KDS

Pick–up time

Use of the „Prepare My Food” button on the 
mobile app and www will notify the Staff they can 
start to prepare the order by showing it on the 
correct KDS.

Prepare my food 

for F&B online transactions

a



P R E S E N C E  

N O T I F I C A T I O N S

Customers can also notify about their presence at the 
counter. The Staff will send separate items or the whole 
order to the KDS, depending on the customer’s wish. 

POS pickup window

A simple device with the scanner mounted at the lobby will scan the 
ticket and send it to the KDS. Ordered items will be displayed on 
particular KDS accordingly (Kitchen, Concessions).

Kiosk "Hi, I'm here"

The Usher has also the power to send the order to the KDS with 
just one tap on his device.

Usher (part of Cinema Assistant App)

for F&B online transactions



Customer
places an order via 
www or Mobile App

Chef
sees new order on the Kitchen 
KDS – it could also be assigned
to appropriate stations

Customer 
notifies about
presence (using
1 of 5 methods)

Staff
at each station, prepares
food and bump it
when ready

Waiters
get a notification 
on the Expo KDS that 
they can pick up the 
order and deliver it to 
the customer seat

1STE
P

2STE
P

3STE
P

4STE
P

5STE
P

Scenario no. 3 - buying Dine-In online (via www or Mobile App)

Chef
sees when all parts of the 
food are ready and bump it 
on the main KDS



Customer
places the 
order at 
Kiosk or 
POS

Staff
sees new order on the 
Kitchen KDS – it is
automatically assigned to 
the appropriate stations

Staff
at each station prepares
food and bump it when 
ready

Waiters
get a notification that they 
can pick up the order and 
deliver it to the customer
seat

1STE
P

2STE
P

3STE
P

4STE
P

5STE
P

Scenario no. 4 - buying Dine-In onsite (at POS or Kiosk)

Chef
sees when all parts of the 
food are ready and bump 
the order on the main KDS



Customer
buys the ticket online 
for VIP screening

Waiter
takes the order using
tablet

Staff
at each station
prepares food and 
bump it when ready

Waiters
get a notification that 
they can pick up the 
order and deliver it to 
the customer seat

1STE
P

2STE
P

3STE
P

4STE
P

6STE
P

Scenario no. 5 - in-seat dining (via www or Mobile App)

Chef
sees when all parts 
of the food are ready 
and bump the order 
on the main KDS

Customer
takes his seat at
the auditorium.

Staff
sees new order on the 
Kitchen KDS – it is
automatically assigned 
to the appropriate 
stations

5STE
P



Order flow must be automated as the orders will be placed in 
advance most of the cases

Kitchen Display 
System will display 

the right order 
precisely at the 

time the customer 
wishes to have it 

prepared. 

All that without saying one word.

If the order consists 
of popcorn and 

burger the message 
will go to 

Concessions KDS 
and Restaurant KDS 

at the same time. 

If the burger has 
few preparation 

stations, each item 
will be visible on 

the relevant 
monitor.

KDS will inform the 
server the order is 
completed and can 
be delivered to the 

seat or table. 

It will notify the 
customer at the 

concessions 
counter that the 
order is ready to 

be picked up. 



Hungry for even more?

Based on studies, customers order 20% F&B more via digital channels than at

traditional cashier. They can spend more time to customize their order without

feeling ashamed or have the impression they are being judged by the POS 

operator.  

With POSitive Cinema solution, F&B online ordering is like a walk in a park. 

Even when the order is complete, the customer can add the items simply by 

clicking „Add F&B” button. The e-ticket will update automatically.



Why us?

KDS is a native additional module of POSitive Cinema Solution. 
As LSI Software, we have been providing proven solutions for 

Restaurants for 30 years. Currently, we serve over 18 000 of them.




